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Davin Chor (Singapore Management University) Discussion on Javorcik and Li (2008): “Do the Biggest Aisles Serve Brighter Future? Implications of Global Retail Chains’ Presence for Romania”
Overview
Comments and suggestions
Overview and contributions
I Studies the impact of the entry of global retail chains (multinational
affiliates) on supplier industries in Romania
I Identifies 9 global retail chains that entered the Romanian market between
1997-2005
I Paper first establishes that global chains are systematically different from
Romanian domestic firms in the retail industry: They’re bigger, command
a larger market share, more capital intensive etc
I Meat of the paper: Demonstrating that entry of global retail chains is
associated with TFP improvements in Romanian supplier industries (in
particular, focus on food suppliers)
I Identification strategy: Differences-in-differences
FOODs × globalchainr,t−1: Whether the presence of a global chain in the
region differentially improved TFP of food supplying firms
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Find evidence that this was indeed the case:
I Using 3 different measures of global chain presence in a region: (i)
Dummy variable; (ii) Number of chains; (iii) Total sales floorspace
I Eg: Baseline point estimates suggest that presence of a global retail chain
raises TFP in the food supplying sector by 3.8-4.7%
I Very careful and thorough econometric specification, including: (i) Firm
fixed effects; (ii) Firm time-varying variables, eg age; (iii) Sector
time-varying variables, eg Herfindahl index; (iv) Region-year fixed effects
I Appropriate and important clustering of standard errors by region-year
(Bertrand et al. 2004 critique)
I Also, very nice and extensive robustness checks
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General comments
I Overall: Well convinced that the empirical correlation is strong and robust.
I Particularly reassuring that the gains in TFP are observed over
long-averages as well (essentially, in a cross-sectional view of the data)
I Also liked the specification including FOODs × averagewager,t−1, to try to
rule out the competing hypothesis that the entry of global chains may
actually be picking up demand shifts due to rising aﬄuence
I Definitely enjoyed reading the paper: A cleanly-executed empirical piece
with a sharp conclusion
I However: Some concerns linger about the direction of causality.
ie whether it’s instead that global retail chains entered regions where
Romanian suppliers were particularly productive to begin with.
I Also, some concerns about the premise that Romanian regions are
segmented
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Comments
On the issue of potential endogeneity:
I First strategy constructs a placebo variable: FOODs × 1yearbeforer,t−1
When both FOODs × globalchainr,t−1 and the placebo are run in the
regression, the original interaction is significant, but the placebo is not.
Would be useful if could also show that in a regression where only the
placebo is used, the placebo interaction is not significant.
I Second strategy proposes a set of IVs:
salesharesr × ln(globalchain 1stwave RO)t−1
salesharesr × ln(globalchain 1stwave NoRO)t−1
salesharesr × ln(globalchain 2ndwave RO)t−1
salesharesr × ln(globalchain 2ndwave NoRO)t−1
Need more justification that the exclusion restriction is indeed satisfied.
Could the sales share affect TFP directly? Could the expansion strategies
of global chains in neighboring countries spur TFP in Romania directly,
not just through the threat of entry?
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I One thing to try? Dynamic panel regressions (Arellano-Bond,
Blundell-Bond) using lagged dependent variables and/or lagged levels as
instruments.
I What are the determinants of global chain entry into Romanian regions?
This could point the way towards other potential IVs
I Any price evidence that regions in Romania are indeed segmented? Do
supplying firms in different regions of Romania charge vastly different
prices?
I Can we make use of any information on distance? In particular, distance
to the nearest global retail chain?
Eg: To show that food supplying firms saw relatively larger TFP
improvements in regions with a global retail chain presence, but that firms
located further away from their nearest global retail affiliate saw smaller
increases in TFP?
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Paper advocates the view that TFP improvements in the food supplying sector
provide further evidence in support for services liberalization:
I Broadly sympathetic to the view that services liberalization is a good
thing. But have to be cautious about generalizability.
I What was the effect on other upstream supplying industries in Romania eg
household consumer goods manufacturers?
I What was the effect on domestic retail firms in Romania?
I What was the effect on competition in the retail industry in Romania?
More market concentration due to entry of large global retailers?
I Did consumers reap benefits from the entry of global retail chains? Any
price evidence to back this up?
Perhaps a need to qualify/nuance the main message of the paper.
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Minor comments
1. Coverage in the Amadeus database for Romania: How universal /
representative is the coverage of firms? Might there be a bias towards
public firms (vs private firms)?
Might be useful be make a few comments to allay concerns here
2. In the writing, when talking about the TFP improvements in the food
supplying sector, should emphasize that these are differential gains relative
to other sectors (the diff-in-diff nature of the estimates):
That the food supplying sector out-performs other manufacturing sectors
when a global chain enters
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